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Abstract: The influences of different directional solidification processes, i.e., the high rate solidification (HRS) 
and liquid metal cooling (LMC), on microstructure and stress rupture property of DD488 alloy were investigated. 
The DD488 alloy was directional solidified by both HRS and LMC processes. The microstructure and stress 
rupture properties at 980 ºC/250 MPa were investigated by using optical microscopy (OM), scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM), electron microprobe analyzer (EPMA), transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and stress 
rupture testing. The results indicated that the LMC process refined the primary dendrite arm and decreased the 
microporosity volume fraction and solidification segregations of Cr and Co in as-cast DD488 alloy. After standard 
heat treatment of 1,260 ºC/4 h, AC (air cooling) + 1,080 ºC/4 h, AC + 870 ºC/24 h, AC, the γ′ morphology in LMC 
alloy was more cuboidal than that in HRS alloy, and the γ′ volume fraction of LMC alloy was higher than that of 
HRS alloy. The stress rupture life at 980 ºC/250 MPa of HRS alloy was 76.8 h, and it increased to 110.0 h in LMC 
alloy. The LMC process increased the stress rupture life due to the higher γ′ volume fraction, more perfect rafting 
structure and finer interfacial dislocation networks.
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Ni-based single crystal superalloy blades have been 
introduced in industrial gas turbines (IGTs) to meet 

the need of the increasing turbine inlet temperature [1, 2]. 
Directional solidification is the main technology for 
the production of single crystal superalloy blades for 
IGTs. The traditional high rate solidification (HRS) 
method is used in the preparation of the single crystal 
blades. However, the temperature gradient at the front 
of solidification interface decreases sharply with the 
advancing of the solidification interface because the 
heat dissipation during solidification is mainly caused 
by heat conduction and heat radiation of the solidified 
part of the blade. In addition, the size and weight of 
single crystal IGT blades are usually several times as 
that of aero engine blades, which further complicates 
the precautions of casting defects [3].

An effective way to reduce or eliminate casting 

defects is to improve the temperature gradient. Liquid 
metal cooling (LMC) process as a powerful directional 
solidification (DS) technique is prospectively used 
to manufacture single crystal (SC) turbine blades. 
Previous studies have proved that compared to HRS 
process, using a low melting point liquid metal as the 
coolant during the LMC process has advantages such 
as higher temperature gradient, finer dendrite, fewer 
solidification defects, lower solidification segregation 
and higher mechanical properties in the preparation 
of large scale single crystal IGT blades [3-5]. Therefore, 
the research on the application of LMC process in the 
preparation of Ni-based single crystal superalloy has 
been more attractive in the past decades [6-10].

Recently, Beijing Institute of Aeronautical Materials 
(BIAM) developed a first generation hot corrosion 
resistant Ni-based single crystal superalloy DD488 
suitable for high-temperature structural material 
applications. To investigate the effect of different 
solidification processes on the microstructure and the 
stress rupture property of the DD488 alloy, in the present 
work, as a material for advanced industrial gas turbine 
blades and vanes, DD488 alloy was prepared by both 
conventional Bridgman (HRS) and LMC processes, and 
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the microstructure and stress rupture property of the alloy were 
investigated and compared.

1 Experimental procedure
The nominal composition (wt.%) of the DD488 alloy is shown 
in Table 1. The DD488 alloy was directionally solidified (DS) as 
single crystal bars (14 mm in diameter and 150 mm in length) 

by both HRS process and LMC process with assistance of liquid 
tin coolant. After standard aging treatment of 1260 ºC/4 h, AC 
(air cooling) + 1080 ºC/4 h, AC + 870 ºC/24 h, AC, the stress 
rupture specimens were machined with the dimension of the 
gauge section being 5 mm in diameter and 25 mm in length. 
Stress rupture testing was conducted at 980 ºC/250 MPa. In 
order to obtain statistically significant results, at least three 
specimens were used for determining the stress rupture property.

The metallographic specimens were mechanically polished 
and then etched with a solution of 1% HF, 33% CH3COOH, 
33% HNO3 and 33% H2O. The microstructural examinations 
were performed using an optical microscope (OM) and a ZEISS 
SUPRA 55 field-emission scanning electron microscope (FE-
SEM). The volume fraction of microporosity and γ′ precipitate 
were determined using the standard point count method [11]. The 
average size of γ′ phase was measured using Image-Pro Plus 
software.

The shape of precipitates was quantified by dividing the 
maximum Feret diameter by the minimum Feret diameter. Ideal 
cubes exhibit a Feret ratio of , while globular precipitate 
shapes result in a Feret ratio of about 1. The γ′ morphology is 
quadrate when the Feret ratio is greater than  [12].

The dendritic segregation characteristics of the constituent 
elements were analyzed by quantitative segregation mapping 
using a JEOL JXA-8100 electron microprobe analyzer (EPMA) 
combined with a Scheil analysis. The detailed procedures of 
this technique have been reported by Tin et al. [13]. To assess 
the distribution coefficients (k) of the individual elements, 225 
quantitative point measurements were collected during EPMA 
segregation mapping in a square grid area (~1.2 mm2) over 
a representative section of the dendritic microstructure. The 
composition data acquired for the individual elements were then 
ranked according to their characteristic segregation behavior. 
For elements having distribution coefficients greater than 1, the 
composition data were ranked in descending order and plotted 
on an apparent fraction solid scale, yielding a Scheil plot. 
Composition data for elements segregating to the interdendritic 
regions were ranked in ascending order and plotted in the same 
manner. Distribution coefficients were then extracted by fitting 
the plots with a modified Scheil analysis, which accounts for 
back diffusion.

where CS is the local composition of the solid, C0 is the nominal 
alloy composition, α is the Fourier number, and fs is the fraction 
of solid.

The cross-sectional microstructures parallel to <001> 
direction at about 6 mm away from fracture surface was 
examined after stress rupture. The perfection of the γ/γ′ rafting 

Table 1:  Nominal chemical composition of DD488 alloy (wt.%)

C Al Ti Cr Ta Co W Mo Hf Re B Ni

0.02-0.15 3.8-6.0 0.5-3.5 10.0-12.0 5.0-7.0 8.0-10.0 4.0-7.0 1.0-3.0 0-3.0 0-4.0 0.002-0.02 Bal.

structure was characterized by Ω, which is represented by the 
following equation:

where PL is the number of intersections per unit length and 
the terms  and  denote scans in the directions parallel and 
perpendicular to the lamella, respectively.For an ideal rafting 
structure, Ω=1.0 [14]. Specimens after stress rupture were also 
cut to thin slices perpendicular to the <001> direction. A JEOL-
2010 transmission electron microscope was used for observation 
of the dislocation configurations. 

2 Results and discussion
2.1 As-cast microstructure
The as-cast optical microstructures of DD488 alloy prepared 
by HRS and LMC processes are shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b), 
respectively. The primary dendrite arm spacing of DD488 alloy 
prepared by HRS process was 323.9 μm, while it was 236.8 
μm by LMC process, which was extensively refined, as shown 
in Fig. 1(b). The microporosity of the alloy prepared by HRS 
process was 0.27% (Fig. 2a) and it decreased to 0.13% (Fig. 2b) 
by LMC process.

The relationship among the primary dendrite arm spacing 
(λ1), temperature gradient (G) and solidification rate (V) is as 
follows [15]:

In this study, the temperature gradient of the LMC process is 
higher than that of the HRS process. Therefore, the primary dendrite 
arm spacing of as-cast DD488 prepared by the LMC process was 
smaller than that of the HRS process. The microporosity decreased 
with the refinement of dendrite, which was consistent with the 
result reported by Bondarenko and Kablov [16].

2.2 Solidification segregation
Figure 3 shows the distribution of Cr and Co elements in 
DD488 alloy prepared by both HRS and LMC processes. The 
solidification segregation was also affected by DS processes. 
The distribution coefficients (k) of Cr and Co in the HRS 
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Fig. 2: Microporosity of DD488 alloy by HRS (a) and LMC (b) processes

(a) (b)

specimen were 1.23 and 1.12, respectively. LMC process 
made the distribution of Cr and Co became more uniform. 
The distribution coefficients of Cr and Co in LMC specimen 
were 1.08 and 1.06, respectively. However, the distribution 
characteristics of other alloy elements were not obviously 
affected by the DS process, as shown in Table 2.

The dendrite was refined by the LMC process significantly 
as shown in Fig. 1. Therefore, the diffusion distance of alloying 

elements in the LMC specimen was smaller than that of the 
HRS specimen, which was beneficial for the diffusion, and, as a 
result, decreased the distribution coefficients k of Cr and Co.

2.3 Heat treated microstructure
The typical microstructures of DD488 alloy prepared by HRS 
and LMC processes after standard heat treatment are shown in 
Fig. 4. The Feret ratios of γ′ precipitate in specimens prepared 

Fig. 3: Comparison of elemental distribution of DD488 alloy prepared by HRS and LMC processes: 
(a) Cr and (b) Co
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Fig. 1: As-cast optical microstructures of DD488 alloy prepared by HRS (a) and LMC (b) processes
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Table 2: Distribution coefficients of DD488 alloy prepared by HRS and LMC processes

Processes Al Ta Ni Ti Mo Cr W Co

LMC 0.94 0.80 0.98 0.78 0.85 1.08 1.32 1.06

HRS 0.89 0.76 0.97 0.74 0.81 1.23 1.37 1.12

(a) (b)

Fig. 4: Typical heat-treated microstructures of DD488 alloy: (a) HRS and (b) LMC 

by HRS and LMC process after standard heat treatment were 
1.31 and 1.37, respectively, which means that LMC specimen 
had more cuboidal morphology of γ′ precipitates than HRS 
specimen. The volume fractions of γ′ precipitates in specimens 
prepared by HRS and LMC processes after standard heat 
treatment were 48.0% and 53.4%, respectively.

2.4 Stress rupture property and post-rupture 
microstructure

The average stress rupture life of specimens prepared by HRS 
process was 76.8 h, and it increased to 110.0 h in specimens 
prepared by LMC process. Both kinds of specimens possessed 
good high-temperature ductility. The results of post-rupture 
microstructure investigation indicated that the value of Ω in 
specimens prepared by HRS and LMC processes was 0.40 and 
0.62, respectively, which indicated that the perfection of the 
γ/γ′ rafting structure in specimen prepared by LMC process 

was higher than that prepared by HRS process, as shown in 
Figs. 5(a) and (b). Figures 6(a) and (b) show the γ/γ′ interfacial 
dislocation networks after stress rupture in specimens prepared 
by HRS and LMC processes, respectively. It clearly indicated 
that the dislocation density in the γ/γ′ interface of the specimen 
prepared by LMC process was much higher than that prepared 
by HRS process.

The present results indicated that the stress rupture property 
of DD488 alloy was influenced by directional solidification 
processes mainly through the changing of γ′ volume fraction, 
rafting behavior during creep, and interfacial dislocation 
networks.

Ni-based single crystal superalloy usually consists of high 
volume fraction of ordered γ′ precipitates (with a L12 structure) 
in coherence with the disordered FCC γ matrix. Previous 
investigation indicated that the optimized volume fraction 
of γ′ precipitates that result in the peak creep strength was at 

Fig. 5: γ/γ′ rafting structure after stress rupture in specimen prepared by HRS (a) and LMC process (b)

(a) (b)
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Fig. 6: γ/γ′ interfacial dislocation networks after stress rupture in specimen prepared by HRS (a) 
and LMC process (b) 

(a) (b)

around 65%-70%, and that the creep strength increased with 
increasing the γ′ volume fraction when the volume fraction of 
γ′ precipitates was less than 65%-70%[17]. In the present study, 
the γ′ volume fraction of alloy prepared by LMC process was 
higher than that of alloy prepared by HRS process (Fig. 4). So, 
the structural hardening induced by γ′ precipitates was higher in 
the alloy prepared by LMC process compared with that in the 
alloy prepared by HRS process.

The lattice misfit between γ matrix and γ′ precipitates was 
reported to be the driving force for the rafting behavior during 
creep deformation, and could enhance the creep property, 
because the rafting structure would be an effective barrier for 
confining dislocation activity within the γ rafts, which led to the 
steady state of the creep deformation [18]. Ni-based single crystal 
superalloys with raft perpendicular to the applied tensile stress 
have a negative lattice misfit, while the superalloys with raft 
parallel to the applied tensile stress have a positive lattice misfit. 
If the lattice misfit is eliminated, the rafting structure should 
not occur [19]. Zhang et al.[18] reported that the γ/γ′ interfacial 
dislocation networks play an important role during creep. 
The finer the interfacial dislocation networks, the smaller the 
minimum creep rate and the longer the creep life. In this study, 
the γ/γ′ rafting structure in the alloy prepared by LMC process 
was more perfect than that prepared by HRS process [Figs. 5(a) 
and (b)]. Meanwhile, the interfacial dislocation networks in the 
alloy prepared by LMC process was finer than that prepared by 
HRS process [Figs. 6(a) and (b)]. Therefore, the stress rupture 
life of the alloy prepared by LMC process was higher than that 
prepared by HRS process.

3 Conclusions
(1) The primary dendrite arm spacing of DD488 alloy 

prepared by HRS process is 323.9 μm. LMC process refined the 
primary dendrite arm to 236.8 μm. In addition, LMC process 
can significantly decrease the microporosity volume fraction. 
The solidification segregations of Cr and Co are also decreased 
by LMC process.

(2) LMC alloy specimen has more cuboidal morphology of 
γ′ precipitates than HRS alloy specimen. Also, the γ′ volume 
fraction of heat treated LMC alloy was higher than that of HRS 
alloy.

(3) The stress rupture life of HRS alloy is 76.8 h, and it 
increases to 110.0 h in LMC alloy. The increase of γ′ volume 
fraction, rafting structure perfection and interfacial dislocation 
networks density by LMC process all contribute to the 
improvement of stress rupture life.
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